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Number and
place value

Reading and writing
numbers to at least 100

Recap

Read the number
carefully, beginning with the
tens word or digit.

These are all 2-digit numbers.
10

24

31

76

89

Read them aloud.

Here are the ones words.
one

two

three

four

five

six

seven

eight

nine

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

These number words come next.
ten

eleven

twelve

thirteen

fourteen

fifteen

10

11

12

13

14

15

sixteen

seventeen

eighteen

nineteen

16

17

18

19

Here are the tens words.
ten

twenty

thirty

forty

fifty

sixty

10

20

30

40

50

60

seventy eighty
70

ninety

80

90

Now we can put the ones words and the tens words together to make
other numbers.
21

34

63

95

twenty-one

thirty-four

sixty-three

ninety-five

Tips
digit number
When writing a 2er the
in words, rememb
e
hyphen: twenty-nin
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Number and
place value

Talk maths
Read these numbers aloud.
thirty-one

fifty-six

ninety-seven

eighty-one

seventy

Now say these.
47

81

72

19

44

Check
1.

Read the number words. Write the number.

a.

fifty-three

b. ninety-nine

c.

six

d. thirty-four

e.

twenty-two

f.

2.

Now write these numbers in words.

a.

81

b. 14

c.

62

d. 38

e.

90

f.

one hundred

47

Problems
Brain-teaser John does his homework. He writes some numbers in words.
Mark the spelling for him with a ✔ or ✘
a.

fourty-six  b.

ninety-eight  c.

twenty-one

d.

fivety-six

Brain-buster Lucy writes an even number between 56 and 60 in words.
What could it be?
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